This paper outlines the development of enhanced bivariate polar plots that allow the concentrations of two pollutants to be compared using pair-wise statistics for exploring the sources of atmospheric pollutants. The new method combines bivariate polar plots, which provide source characteristic information, with pair-wise statistics that provide information on how two pollutants are related to one another. The pair-wise statistics implemented include weighted Pearson correlation and slope from two linear regression methods. The development uses a Gaussian kernel to locally weight the statistical calculations on a wind speed-direction surface together with variable-scaling. Example applications of the enhanced polar plots are presented by using routine air quality data for two monitoring sites in London, United Kingdom for a single year (2013). The London examples demonstrate that the combination of bivariate polar plots, correlation, and regression techniques can offer considerable insight into air pollution source characteristics, which would be missed if only scatter plots and mean polar plots were used for analysis. Specifically, using correlation and slopes as pair-wise statistics, long-range transport processes were isolated and black carbon (BC) contributions to PM 2.5 for a kerbside monitoring location were quantified. Wider applications and future advancements are also discussed.
Introduction
When measurements are not available, slopes for the unknown pollutants are often substituted 27 from the literature, short-term monitoring, or data collected at a near-by location. However, 28 the use of simple and static ratios is likely to be deficient in many situations because they 29 can be expected to be highly dependent on source (Manoli et al., 2002) . To differentiate 30 sources in air quality data, techniques other than simple scatter plots often need to be used.
31
A common method for source characterisation is the use of bivariate polar plots (Carslaw 
Objectives

51
Combining correlation and regression techniques with those that provide information on 52 source apportionment potentially offers considerably more insight into air pollution sources.
53
The use of wind behaviour has the potential to evaluate correlation and slopes based on magnitudes will have to be tuned and therefore the defaults can be altered by the user. were used to represent regional conditions for the two air quality monitoring sites. Hourly The correlation polar plot of PM 2.5 and PM 10 demonstrates that during easterly winds, 
London Marylebone PM 2.5 and BC
240
Unlike PM 10 and PM 2.5 at London North Kensington, the London Marylebone Road BC linear regression line to these data is not informative (Figure 7 ).
250
The robust regression slope of BC and PM 2.5 binned by wind speed and direction at 'standard' polar plots gave no suggestion of the processes subsequently illuminated by the 288 correlation/slope polar plots.
289
The examples reported were for a few commonly measured species. However, it is expected 290 that the use of polar plots using pair-wise statistics for multi-species data such as metal 291 or VOC concentrations could be highly informative. Measurement of large numbers of 292 metals and other species at higher time resolutions (hourly) is becoming more common.
293
A 'correlation matrix of robust slope polar plots' would potentially reveal more detailed 294 information on common source origins.
295
The use of other statistics is another valuable future direction such as non-parametric 
